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Welcome to Wymondham Words 2018

We’re delighted to be back with our eighth Wymondham Words. This October and 
November promises to be a wonderful festival with a great mix of writers working in 
a variety of formats and genres. We urge you to take advantage of our new, reduced 
advance-ticket prices of £6.00 (for most events), as shows are sure to sell out fast.

We open with crime author Cathi Unsworth’s new novel That Old Black Magic, 
which deals with German wartime spies and a mysterious body in a tree... She’ll 
be interviewed by acclaimed non-fiction writer Paul Willetts, who is well-versed 
in shady characters, as his forthcoming book King Con, about a Jazz Age 
American swindler, testifies. 

We welcome Rebecca Stott, who’ll be discussing her Costa Prize-winning memoir of 
growing up in a fundamentalist Christian sect, In the Days of Rain. And we’re delighted 
that Louis de Bernières is coming to Wymondham Words for the first time. He’ll be 
talking about his new novel set in 1920s Ceylon, So Much Life Left Over. 

Mark Cocker, one of our finest writers on nature, whose recent book Our Place 
tackles the pressing environmental questions affecting the countryside, will be 
our guest at a literary lunch in the elegant Number 24 Restaurant. 

And the popular Poetry Supper returns to the Green Dragon pub, where the 
distinguished poet George Szirtes and fast-rising star Ramona Herdman 
will be joined by performers from the audience in an open-mic session. 

Award-winning Martin Figura arrives with his new one-man show, 
Doctor Zeeman’s Catastrophe Machine, which deals with love, loss 
and when to let go. Or come along to sportswriter Grahame Lloyd’s 
Howzat?, a cricketing whodunnit about a controversial £26,400 ball... 

We also have a free workshop for children in the Library under the excellent 
tutelage of Isabelle King, author of Once Upon a Time in Norfolk. Over the 
summer Wymondham Words has also supported an event bringing together 
children and dementia sufferers in local care homes, through a letter-writing 
collaboration that has proved really worthwhile to all involved.

We hope you can join us at Wymondham Words 2018, as we once again 
celebrate literature and words in South Norfolk.

Thanks and Acknowledgements
Wymondham Words is entirely organised and run by a committee of volunteers who 
kindly give their time for free. In addition, we are particularly grateful to Wymondham Town 
Council, Norfolk County Council Arts Project Fund, The John Jarrold Trust and Waitrose 
Community Matters. Thanks also for generous support-in-kind from Kett’s Books, The 
Book Hive, The Green Dragon and Wymondham Library. Refreshments, including wine 
supplied and donated by Wymondham’s specialist wine shop, Reno Wine, will be available 
at a number of events.

Festival Patron: George Szirtes      Wymondham Arts Forum Charity No. 1153188

Wymondham Words is a Wymondham Arts Forum project and is supported by:

John Osborne delighting audiences at the 2016 Festival (Photo: Edward Parnell)

Edward Parnell
Director, Wymondham Words



Wednesday 24 October
19.30  Library
Howzat? The Six Sixes Ball Mystery

When Gary Sobers hit a historic six sixes off 
one over at Swansea in 1968, cricket’s Everest 
was finally conquered. History was made 
again 38 years later when the ball supposedly 
smashed around Swansea’s ground was sold 
for a world record £26,400 at Christie’s in 
London. Except, it couldn’t possibly have been 
the right ball, because it was the wrong make...

In Howzat? The Six Sixes Ball Mystery, sportswriter 
Grahame Lloyd traces the ball’s journey from 
England to India via Nottingham, London, Delhi and Pakistan. Along the way, his 
hugely entertaining one-man show – featuring clips and even a song! – uncovers a 
cast of colourful characters and startling new evidence that sheds fresh light on the 
ball’s controversial sale.This brilliantly researched talk examines an iconic moment and 
a disturbing tale of fake news. Above all it’s a whodunnit featuring a red-leather ball in 
place of a body – and you don’t have to be a cricket fan to enjoy its intriguing story.

Friday 19 October    19.30  Library
Spies and Lies – Cathi Unsworth and Paul Willetts

Cathi Unsworth’s latest novel, this year’s  
That Old Black Magic is a tale of mystery, murder 
and mayhem set in the wartime England of 1943. 
Four boys playing in the woods make a gruesome 
discovery: inside an enormous tree, there is the 
body of a woman, her mouth stuffed with a length 
of cloth. But who “put Bella in the Wych Elm?”

Cathi began a career in journalism at nineteen on the 
music weekly Sounds, and has since worked for many 
music, arts and film journals. She is the author of five 
other novels, including the Norfolk-set Weirdo (2012). 
She lives in London.

“That Old Black Magic blends fact and fiction for a well- 
researched, evocative tale about one of the weirder 
outposts of Second World War British intelligence.”

The Guardian

Advance Tickets: £6.00 
On the door (if event not sold out): £7.50 
 
Available from Kett’s Books and The Book Hive

“A story so bizarre—and so compulsively told—that 
my jaw remained anchored to the floor throughout.”

Advance Tickets: £6.00 
On the door (if event not sold out): £7.50 

Available from Kett’s Books and 
The Book Hive

John Preston, author of A Very English Scandal, on King Con

Join crime writer Cathi Unsworth in conversation about her new WWII-set novel 
of Nazi spies and the occult with creative non-fiction writer Paul Willetts, whose 
latest book deals with the equally murky lies and intrigue of a Jazz Age conman.

Joining Cathi is Norwich-based Paul Willetts, 
author of a number of books that focus on 

colourful 20th-century characters. These include 
the biography of Paul Raymond, Members Only, 
which was made into the film The Look of Love 

starring Steve Coogan. His latest is the just-
published King Con, an almost-unbelievable tale 

about a Jazz Age US imposter.

Grahame has been a 
freelance broadcaster 
and journalist for more 
than 35 years. He has 
written eight books, 
produced several radio 
and TV documentaries 
and peformed two 
one-man shows about 
cricket and football. 



Friday 26 October   19.30  Baptist Church
Doctor Zeeman’s Catastrophe Machine
Is there a mathematical equation for love and the behaviour of a beating 
heart? What can be retrieved from life’s catastrophes and wounds? When 
our windshield is blurred with rain and we’re wearing our reading glasses, 
can we learn to look in the rear-view mirror and smile?

Doctor Zeeman’s Catastrophe Machine is the new stage production from award-
winning performer and poet Martin Figura, who we’re delighted to welcome back 
to Wymondham. To shed light on these pressing questions and to help him sort 
out love, loss and when to let go, Martin turns to the Moon, photographs and 
international mathematics guru Sir Erik Christopher Zeeman’s iconic machine... 

In a witty and tender script, Martin, as he approaches sixty, comes to terms with his own 
mortality. On stage the catastrophe machine plays an active part in the proceedings, 
becoming a tool for marriage guidance and the moving humanity of the poems. It’s illustrated 
with wonderful visual projections and an atmospheric soundscape from team behind Whistle, 
which Martin performed here in 2012.

Suitable for ages 7 to 11

Endorsed by the Norfolk 
Museums Service, Isabelle King 
is well-known for her engaging 
sessions with children: at the 
Norfolk and Norwich Festival she 
broke their previous records for 
numbers of school bookings, and 
she frequently leads jam-packed 
children’s writing workshops at 
Norwich Castle, Norfolk Heritage 
Centre and UEA’s FLY Festival.

Wymondham Words are 
delighted to be working with 
Isabelle and Kett’s Books to 
offer a writing workshop in 
which children can create 
animal characters and start 
their own amazing stories.

Pre-booking at Kett’s Books is essential – please book direct in person 
at the shop or call 01953 603663 to reserve a ticket.

This event is sponsored by Kett’s Books

“So much more than a spoken word show; the visuals are brought to life by Martin Figura’s words.” 
Sabotage Reviews

As well as leading children to explore their imaginations and improve their 
writing, Isabelle will also be talking about Once Upon a Time in Norfolk, her 
new book. This collection of children’s stories includes adventures on the 
stormy seas of Yarmouth, journeys through the forests of ancient Norfolk, 
meeting the king of a magnificent Norman Castle, and finding out what life 
was like in a Victorian workhouse. Both of Isabelle’s books will be available 
for sale at the event.

Thursday 25 October   11.00  Library
Children’s writing workshop with Isabelle King

Advance Tickets: £6.00 
On the door (if event not sold out): £7.50 

Available from Kett’s Books and The Book Hive

Photo: Dave Vallis

Tickets are free for the workshop. However, numbers are limited and 
available only on a first-come, first-served basis. 

“Profoundly honest and joyfully entertaining” 
Independent on Sunday



Kett’s Books is Wymondham’s community bookshop offering a wide range of new 
titles, a Friends scheme, and various events throughout the year. It is the main 
Festival box office. Free parking is available in the adjacent Market Street car park.

The Book Hive, 53 London Street, Norwich, NR2 1HL  
01603 219268   www.thebookhive.co.uk
Situated in the heart of Norwich in the Lanes area of the city, 
The Book Hive is a beautiful three-storey building housing a unique 
collection of books in a quirky and stylish setting. The shop was 
named the best small bookshop in Britain in 2011 by The Telegraph.

Ticket Information

We look forward to welcoming you to a variety of events this year. There is a 
limited amount of space at all of our venues, so we would recommend buying 
tickets in advance to avoid any potential disappointment. To help with this, we 
have reduced advance ticket prices this year for most events to £6.00, with 
tickets on the door (if still available) remaining at the 2016 price of £7.50.  
Doors open 30 minutes before the performance.

Kett’s Books, Whartons Court, 
Wymondham, NR18 0UQ 
01953 603663   www.kettsbooks.co.uk

Box Office Details

In particular, numbers are very limited for our two events that include 
food, the Poetry Supper at The Dragon and our Literary Lunch with Mark 
Cocker, so advance bookings are essential for these events. 

Our workshop for children is free – though places must be booked in advance via 
Kett’s Books. We also have a free event in the Baptist Church on 28 October. No 
bookings are necessary for that – please just come along on the afternoon.

Tickets are available from two fine local independent book shops: Kett’s Books in 
Wymondham and The Book Hive in Norwich. Please visit them and take advantage 
of some of the thousands of wonderful books that they have on their shelves!

TO RESERVE TICKETS BY PHONE CALL 01953 603663

Please note that advance tickets are only available in The Book Hive up until 
Thurs 18 Oct, but will continue to be available thereafter from Kett’s Books.



Sunday 28 October
15.00  Baptist Church

How do you study texts written in a different culture and language? It was 
this question that drove the desire to render the biblical Book of Job into 
contemporary English verse. It has been accepted as ‘sacred’ and ‘hallowed’ for 
more than twenty centuries and is acknowledged to have been written in verse 
of an unusual form – all of this apparently designed to answer the even more 
ancient question: ‘Why do bad things happen to good people?’

The complete contemporary verse text takes over two hours to recite and so for 
this performance a shorter 30-minute version accompanied with music, together 
with an explanatory talk and an opportunity to ask questions, is being presented.
   
Acts of Faith features the Reverend Dr Tim Weatherstone and three of his 
parishioners (Joan, Liz and Neil), all from widely differing backgrounds, united by 
their faith, and their love of the language of the Bible and the spoken word.

Tickets: Free event. No need to book, just come along on the afternoon. 

The Book of Job – Acts of Faith 

Monday 29 October   19.30  The Green Dragon
Poetry Supper at The Dragon

All tickets: £7.50. Available only in advance from Kett’s Books and 
The Green Dragon. Includes a free jacket potato chilli supper (veg or meat).

The popular Poetry Supper returns this year to Wymondham’s medieval 
pub. Join two prize-winning writers – the internationally renowned 
George Szirtes and upcoming Ramona Herdman – for supper and 
compelling poetry. A number of open mic spots will also be available.

Wymondham-based George Szirtes 
has published many acclaimed books of 
poems since his first in 1979. Reel (2004) 
won the T. S. Eliot Prize, for which he has 
twice been shortlisted since. His latest 
collection is Mapping the Delta (2016).

“A major contribution to post-war literature.”   
Anne Stevenson, Poetry Review

Ramona Herdman won the Poetry 
Society’s 2017 Hamish Canham Prize. 
Her pamphlet collection Bottle (2017), 

which examines alcoholism, was 
awarded the Poetry Book Society’s 

Pamphlet Choice. She lives in Norwich.

“These poems are a testament to 
Herdman’s openness and courage.”

Poetry Book Society Bulletin, Spring 2018

Photo: Marzena Pozorgaly

PLEASE NOTE: the venue is upstairs, so regrettably there is 
no wheelchair access.



Tuesday 30 October   19.30  Baptist Church
Louis de Bernières
In this special event organised by 
Kett’s Books we are delighted to 
welcome Louis de Bernières to 
Wymondham Words for the first time. 
He is the internationally acclaimed 
author of nine major novels and two 
collections of poetry. He’s also well-
known as an active musician, and 
beloved by readers worldwide.

Kett’s Books’ Chris Brown will be 
discussing Louis’ work with him, including 
his new novel So Much Life Left Over, a 
return to the historical fiction he writes so 
well. It opens in the early 1920s, with its 
protagonists, a couple and their young 
daughter, building lives as tea planters in 
the unfamiliar world of Ceylon.

As the couple focus on their day-
to-day existence, relationships 

with those they left behind in 
England – and the trauma they 

both experienced in WWI – 
make it difficult for them to settle 

into life in the plantation hills. 
Their struggle to find happiness 

increases as, once more, tensions 
back in Europe begin to build...

Advance Tickets: £6.00 
On the door (if event not sold out): £7.50 

Available from Kett’s Books and The Book Hive

Thursday 1 November
12.00  Number 24 Restaurant (food served 12.30)

Literary Lunch with Mark Cocker

Mark Cocker is an author of creative non-fiction. He is also a naturalist and 
environmental tutor, who writes and broadcasts on nature and wildlife in a variety 
of national media. His latest book Our Place was published earlier this year and 
addresses the fate of British nature since the beginning of the 20th century.  
Mark lives in the Broads.

His ten other books include works of biography, history, literary criticism 
and memoir. They include Claxton: Field Notes from a Small Planet (2014) 
and the monumental Birds and People (2013). The latter, published to 
international acclaim, was a collaboration with the photographer David 
Tipling. Between them they were shortlisted for six literary awards including 
the Thwaites/Wainwright Prize. Mark’s book Crow Country won the New 
Angle Prize. And in 2016 he was awarded an Honorary Doctorate of 
Literature from the University of East Anglia.

Mark will be discussing the 
environment and his writing, 

particularly his new book  
Our Place, with fellow Norfolk 

writer, Edward Parnell. 

After the discussion there will 
be a chance for questions, 

with the event expected to end 
between 2.30 and 3pm. 

Tickets: £30.00, includes 
two-course meal and coffee 

Available only in advance 
from Kett’s Books and 

The Book Hive 

A fine meal in Number 24 Restaurant with one of our most-admired nature writers

Photo: Ivon Bartholomew



Friday 2 November   19.30  Library

Rebecca Stott in conversation with George Szirtes 
Rebecca Stott is a novelist and historian, and Professor of English Literature 
and Creative Writing at UEA. She grew up in in Brighton as a fourth-generation 
member of the Exclusive Brethren, a sect that believes the world is ruled by 
Satan. In this closed community, books that didn’t conform were banned, women 
were made to dress modestly and cover their heads, and those who disobeyed 
the rules were punished and shamed. Yet Rebecca’s father, Roger Stott, a high-
ranking Brethren minister, was a man of contradictions: he preached that the 
Brethren should shun the outside world, yet kept a radio in the boot of his car 
and hidden copies of Yeats’ poems. Growing up in this environment is the story 
behind Rebecca’s 2017 Costa Prize-winning memoir In the Days of Rain.

Rebecca will be joined in conversation by our Patron George Szirtes. 
George’s forthcoming book, a memoir about his mother,  
The Photographer at Sixteen, is coming out in early 2019. 

Venue Details 
All venues are in central Wymondham and have level access (except upstairs 
at The Green Dragon). Ample nearby pay-and-display parking is available 
in various Wymondham town centre car parks, which are free after 18.00. 
(Limited disabled parking is available at the Baptist Church.)

The Green Dragon Tavern – NR18 0PH, Church Street
Very limited parking available on nearby Becketswell Rd. Otherwise use 
town car parks.  
Please note the venue is upstairs and accessed via a narrow staircase, so 
regrettably there is no wheelchair access.

Kett’s Books – NR18 0UQ, Whartons Court, off Market Street
Main Festival ticket office. Park in Market Street car park; shop is located in 
adjacent courtyard.

Number 24 Restaurant – NR18 0AD, Middleton Street
Use nearby Town Green or other town centre car parks.

Wymondham Baptist Church – NR18 0AY, Queen Street
Limited disabled parking adjacent. Alternatively, easy access on foot from 
the rear of the nearby Market Street car park. The venue is fully accessible. 

Wymondham Library – NR18 0QB, Back Lane
Ample parking available in adjacent car park, or in other nearby town centre car parks.

Advance Tickets: £6.00 
On the door (if event not sold out): £7.50 

Available from Kett’s Books and The Book Hive
Programme produced and designed by Edward Parnell: www.edwardparnell.co.uk

Printed on Revive 100 Offset paper, made from 100% FSC Recycled certified post-consumer waste pulp

http://www.edwardparnell.co.uk


Friday 19 October
19.30  Library, Spies and Lies – Cathi Unsworth and Paul Willetts 

Wednesday 24 October
19.30  Library, Howzat? The Six Sixes Ball Mystery 

Thursday 25 October
11.00  Library, Children’s workshop with Isabelle King

Friday 26 October
19.30  Baptist Church, Doctor Zeeman’s Catastrophe Machine 

Sunday 28 October
15.00  Baptist Church, The Book of Job – Acts of Faith 

Monday 29 October
19.30  The Green Dragon, Poetry Supper at The Dragon

Tuesday 30 October
19.30  Baptist Church, Louis de Bernières

Thursday 1 November 
12.00  Number 24 Restaurant, Literary Lunch with Mark Cocker 

Friday 2 November
19.30  Library, Rebecca Stott in conversation with George Szirtes

Box office: 01953 603663

Visit our website: www.wymwords.co.uk

2018 Festival Events at a Glance

www.facebook.com/WymondhamWords

@WymondhamWords


